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Season 6, Episode 12
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Thanks to Alfred



A wrestling match is the up coming event and everyone is excited about seeing the â€˜Masked Marvel' in action. But he's staying with Claude, and Alfred takes exception to his mask and bites him in the leg. A local rugby player wrestles in his place - the Masked Marvel's manager is thrilled that no one noticed the difference with the mask on. He then realises there's no limit to the amount of times he can interchange players. The original â€˜Masked Marvel' is upset about being replaced and decides to do something about it. He ends up coming out on top when he wrestles without the mask A mother leaves her children and husband to move in with another man, her son takes it very badly. Later she is found dead alongside a road, and suspicion falls on the husband.
Quest roles:
Pat Roach, Benedict Sandiford, Vanessa Knox-Mawer(Sylvia Phillips), Pip Miller(Mike Scott), Rebecca Fenwick(Vicki Phillips)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
17 November 1996, 17:00
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